
PASSIVE INFRARED AND MICROWAVE COMBINATION DETECTOR

No.59-1206-4  0508-07

        FEATURES

OPM-3020 and OPM-303 are highly-reliable combination detectors equipped with the “Adjustable Microwave Range Limiter Technology” and the “Dual Quad Zone
Logic PIR” to detect motion outdoors.

OPTION
· OPM-WT (Walk tester)

A buzzer goes upon detection in microwave and PIR detection areas.
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1.DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION



3.INSTALLATION HINTS

4.INSTALLATION

5.Area setting
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Aim the detector at wall or the
ground, to avoid unwanted de-
tection

Mounting height is 2.4 - 4.0m. Avoid moving objects in the
detection area(i.e.swaying
trees, bushes, etc.).
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Wire to the P.C.B. unit terminal block
through the wiring guide.

Loosen the cover fastening
screw and remove the cover.

Tighten the ball joint fastening
screws, close the cover, and tighten
the cover fastening screws.

Make a walk test to check the mi-
crowave and PIR areas. (See Sec-
tion 5, Section 6 and Section 7.)

Set each switch according to in-
stallation environment. (See Sec-
tion 5 and Section 6.)

Loosen three ball joint fastening
screws and next move the sen-
sor unit to set the PIR area.

WIRE SIZE 12V 24V
AWG22(0.33mm2) 130m 380m
AWG20(0.52mm2) 200m 600m
AWG18(0.83mm2) 320m 970m
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5-2 Setting the microwave sensor detection area
Set the area with the switch on the P.C.B. unit.

Distance set switch

Set the distance
with the switches 0
to 6.

The microwave distance switch adjusts the detectable distance. An object at a distance shorter than
the set value is detected and an object at a distance longer than the set value is cancelled. Due
to environmental conditions at the installation site, the detectable distance can be longer and/or
shorter than the set position.  After the distance is set by the dial, conduct walk-test to confirm the
detection distance.  And, if necessary, switch position should be re-adjusted.

Switch
Set distance No.

0 Unlimited
1 0～5m
2 0～10m
3 0～15m
4 0～20m
5 0～25m
6 0～30m

5 10 1500
4m

0

20 25 30

5 10 15

10m

20 25 30
10m

5

5

Set to 5m

Set to 15m

Set to 20m

Set to 30m

Set to 25mSet to 10m

10m

Detected within 

this range

20
10m

Not detected beyond 

this range

It is effective to utilize in the place where an alarm
error may be caused by moving “trees, vinyl
sheet, cars, etc.” at the distance longer than the
set value.

[When the distance is set to “0 to 20m”]

N.O. output

N.C. output Tamper output

Power input

(11-24VDC)
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After adjusting the PIR area,
firmly fix the sensor unit ball
joint.

Fence, Wall
Microwave area

Set the microwave distance properly to
prevent any object outside a fence or a wall
from being detected (The microwave may
detect any object beyond obstacles).

(5) (6) (7) (8)

HINT: For easy adjustment, set the detection range slightly narrower than a targeted range first, and then expand it gradually during the walk test.

Set the area of PIR and the microwave. On completion of respective area settings, conduct a walk test (See Section 7) to make sure that a human body is actually detected.
5-1 Setting the PIR area
Set the PIR area in the following manner.

(2) Setting area with Fin on the sensor unit

Mount the Visual alignment aid to the sensor unit.
Check the far position sighted through the sight hole,
where coincides with the PIR maximum area.Then,
conduct a walk test. (See section 7.)

(3) Setting area with VISUAL
     ALIGNMENT AID

(1) Lens masking

To check the edge of the detecting area,
install the provided lens masking plate to the
“PIR sensor (Far)”.

PIR sensor(Far)

Lens masking plate

To set a desired maximum detection range, adjust
the Fin angle of the sensor unit based on the table.

Horizontal 
line

HOOD angle

º
º
º
º
º
º

Visual

alignment aid

This function does not work under -25C
degree (rated operation temperature).

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(Non Polarity)

Use the MIDIHOOD to Sensor
Unit with attached screws to avoid
mis-operation.



6.Function setting
Set the following functions with the function set switch on the P.C.B. unit.

7.Walk Test to check the area setting
After completing each setting according to Section 5 and Section 6, carry out a walk test finally to check if the microwave sensor and the PIR sensor detect a
human body within the set ranges.  It is recommended to carry out the walk test with the optional OPM-WT.
LRP-1020 is not applicable to REDWAVE.

[Walk Test procedure]

6-1 Setting the microwave sensor function
6-1-1 Repetitive Movement Discrimination function

Use Switch 5 and Switch 6.

5
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Low
Position at delivery

AUTO

OFF

High

If there are objects that can be blown and moved, e.g. vegetation, vinyl sheets,
etc., it can be the cause of false alarms.  When the unit would be installed at these
places, "Low" or "High" position should be selected. When "OFF" is selected, the
microwave sensor might detect a little shock or vibration from installation surface
(pole and/or wall). If this occurs "Low" or "High" position is recommended.

6-1-2 Small animal immunity function
Use Switch 7.

6-2 Setting the PIR sensor function
6-2-1 PIR detection mode selector

Use Switch 1.

Use the high-density detection mode
when the unit is installed in the place
where it is difficult to detect a human
body due to obstacles in the PIR de-
tection area.  If this mode is selected,
small animals such as cats and rats
can also be detected easily.

6-2-2 Sensitivity selector

<Far area sensitivity selector>
Use Switch 2.

<Near area sensitivity selector>
Use Switch3.

6-2-3 Pulse count selector
(OPM-3020 only)

Use Switch 4.

It is recommended to set to “TEST”
when a Walk Test is carried out.
To reduce the alarm error, set to Pulse
Count 2 normally.

5 10 150
4m

0

20 25 30

Near area

Far area

Function set
switch

“1” to “4”: Set PIR function.
“5” to “7”: Set microwave
sensor function.

1.PIR detection mode
   selector
2.PIR sensitivity selector
    (Far area)
3.PIR sensitivity selector
    (Near area)
4.PIR pulse count
   selector
5,6.MW Repetitive Movement
        Discrimination function
7.MW small animal
   immunity function

*OPM-303 is not equipped with
  Switch 4: Pulse count selector.

ON :  Motions of
small animals
such as cats
and rats are
cancelled.

OFF:Disable

ON
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High-density
detection

    NORMAL
(Position at
    delivery)

NORMAL
:Set to this mode
normally.

High-density detectiion
:The sensor
performance is
improved in this
mode.

1

O
N The PIR area consists of “Far area”

and “Near area”.  Each sensitivity
can be set individually.  When a set
detection range is narrow, the
sensitivity becomes too high
especially on the ground within the
Far area, which may allow easier
detection of small animals. In such
a case, switch the sensitivity of only
Far Area to the Low position. In
contrast, when a malfunction
occurs frequently in the Near Area,
switch the sensitivity of only Near
Area to the Low position.

Sensitivity
         Low

Sensitivity
High
(Position at delivery)

Sensitivity
         Low

Sensitivity
High
(Position at delivery)
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TEST Pulse Count 2
(Position at delivery)

TEST:The pulse count is
set to 1.For OPM-
303, it is fixed to 1.

Pulse Count 2
:Set to this mode
normally.
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Set the PIR area and the microwave detection
area (detection range) according to “Section 5-
1” and “Section 5-2”.

(1) Area setting (2) Wiring, Switch setting

- Microwave -

    Distance set switch

- PIR -

Insert the “REDWAVE connection cable” into the OPM-3020/303 “OPM-WT
connector”.At the same time, set the Power select switch to “Power supply
from sensor”, and the Connection select switch to “REDWAVE series”. In
condition of "Power Supply form Sensor" mode: When REDWAVE cannot
work properly due to lack of current by power consumption of OPM-WT, use
battery to operate OPM-WT.

Set the Mode select switch to “PIR FAR”. Walk around the edge of
the set area to make sure that a human body is detected. While
OPM-WT emits 2 different sounds, “Low pitch sound” and “High
pitch sound”, set the area to a position where the high pitch sound is
available. When only “Low pitch sound” is available in whatever set
position, switch the position of PIR DETECTION MODE SELECTOR
to “High-density-detection”. (See section 6-2-1)

(3) Checking the edge of PIR detection area (4) Checking the edge of the microwave detection area (5) Final area check
Lens masking
plate

Install the lens
masking plate
anterior to the
PIR sensor (Far).

Try to walk
around the
edge of the
detection area
alongside of a
fence or a wall. Set the Mode select switch to “microwave”. Walk

around the edge of the detection area to make
sure that a human body is detected. When
detecting a human body, OPT-WT emits a
detection sound. When no human body is
detected, the “Distance set switch (See Section
5-2)” may be placed in a wrong position; try to
check whether the switch is set properly.

Set the Mode select switch to “alarm output”. At
this switch position, as the sound comes in
conjunction with the output of “Alarm output
terminal”, it is possible to check the AND detec-
tion of PIR and the microwave. Finally, try to walk
around the entire area randomly to make sure that
a human body is detected.

OPM-WT

Speaker

Power select

switch

Mode select
switch

Connection
select switch

REDWAVE
connection wire

REDWALL,REDWIDE
MEGARED
connection wire

CONNECTION
SELECT
SWITCH

POWER
SELECT
SWITCH

MODE
SELECT
SWITCH
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REDWALL,
REDWIDE

OPM-WT 

connector

REDWAVE
CELL BATTERY

POWER OFF

POWER SUPPLY 
FROM SENSOR

REDWAVE
MICROWAVE

REDWAVE
PIR NEAR

REDWAVE
PIR FAR

REDWAVE
ALARM OUTPUT

REDWAVE
ALARM OUTPUT

REDWAVE
MICROWAVE

Try to walk 

around the 

edge of the 

detection area 

alongside of a 

fence or a wall.

REDWAVE
PIR NEAR REDWAVE

PIR FAR

REDWAVE
ALARM OUTPUT

REDWAVE
PIR FARREDWAVE

PIR NEAR

REDWAVE
MICROWAVE

"Power Supply from
Sensor" mode of OPM-
WT cannot be used for
LRP series.  "Cell Bat-
tery" mode should be
used.

OPM-WT is optional walk-tester which can confirm the detection area of
microwave and PIR by sound. It should be noted that it is impossible to
accurately set the correct detection area without the OPM-WT. The Power
for the OPM-WT can be selected from “OPM-WT Connector” on OPM-
3020/303 or battery.

Use this position when the area
is sterile and there are no ob-
jects which could cause false
activations. See note below.

The unit can cancel bigger mov-
ing objects, e.g. big trees and
leaves. In this position, the de-
tector requires enough moved
distance to detect a human body.

The unit can cancel small re-
petitive movements in the de-
tection area.

In the detection area, if there are not any
repetitive movements for a certain pe-
riod, automatically the mode will be
changed to  "Low". Depending on the
degree of repetitive movement  "High"
or  "Low" will be selected automatically.
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8.TROUBLE SHOOTING

PROBLEM

No operation Power is not suppljed.

Incorrect wiring.

Low power supply.

Supply  Power.

Correct wiring.

Supply power between 11-24VDC.

Yellow LED does not light.

No MW beep tones.(OPM-WT)

(MW does not operats)

A person is moving beyond the microwave set area. Check the microwave set area is correct. 

 (See Section 5.)

Yellow LED lights even if no person in

detaction area.

Green LED does not light.

No PIR beep tones.(OPM-WT)

(PIR does not operats)

Strong RFI nearby. Moving fan or motor of air-condi-

tioning vents etc.

Objects beyond walls and buildings are detected.

Weeds/trees and vinyl sheets are swaying in the 

detection area.

Detecting somebody near the sensor.

A small animal is moving.

Installed in a location subjected to a lot of snow and rain.

A person is moving outside the PIR area.

Switch electrical equipment off.

Change the microwave distance set value to shorten.

Minimize motions in the detection area.

Select the microwave Repetitive Movement 

Discrimination function.  (See Section 6.)

The microwave may detect a human body (moving object) outside the area. 

Make sure that nobody near the sensor moves even if outside the area.

Select the microwave small animal immunity function 

switch to ON.(See Section 6.)

 It is recommended to attach the optional hood.

Set the PIR area appropriately.

Green LED lights even if no person in

detection area.

Red LED does not light.

Rapid temperature changes in detection area 

(heating,air conditioning, lneandescent lamp etc.)

Moving animals etc.

Persons and cars outside the area are detected.

The detector is in sunlight or car headlight.

Only one of the two, MW or PIR, detects.

Remove such objects from detection area.

Select the sensitivity to LOW".  (See Section 6.)

Check the PIR area.

Adjust the area to avoid direct sunlight or car headlight.  

If it is difficult to adjust the area, attach the optional hood.

Unless both of MW and PIR detect, the red LED is not lit.  

Recheck the MW distance setting and the PIR area setting.

PROBABLE CAUSE REMEDY

9.SPECIFICATIONS

Model

Detection method

Coverage

Mounting height

LED indicator

Alarm period

Alarm output

Tamper switch

Warm up period

Power input

Current draw

Weight

Operating temperature

Environmental humidity

Microwave frequancy

IP rating

OPM-3020

30m x 20m wide

OPM-303

30m x 3m narrow

Passive infrared and Microwave

2.4 - 4.0 m

GREEN : PIR detection

YELLOW : MW detection

RED : PIR and MW detection

Approx. 2 sec

N.C. 28VDC 0.2A max

N.O. 28VDC 0.2A max

N.C.

28VDC 0.1A max

Approx. 60 sec

11 - 24 VDC

45mA max. ( at 12VDC)

250mA max.( at 12VDC, OPM-WT USED)

1.5kg

－25 - ＋60℃
95％ max.

10.587GHz [(E)Version]

  9.900GHz [(F)Version]

IP55

OPTEX CO.,LTD.
(JAPAN)
(ISO9001 Certified by LRQA)
(ISO14001 Certified by JET)

5-8-12 Ogoto
Otsu Shiga 520-0101
Japan
Tel:+81-77-579-8670
Fax:+81-77-579-8190
http://www.optex.co.jp/e

OPTEX (EUROPE) LTD.
(UK)
(ISO9001 Certified by NQA)

Clivemont Road, Maidenhead,
Berkshire, SL6 7BU
UK
Tel:+44-1628-631000
Fax:+44-1628-636311
http://www.optexeurope.com

OPTEX SECURITY SAS
(FRANCE)

7 allée du Crêt.
ZA des Monts d’Or
69890 La Tour de Salvagny
France
Tel:+33.4.78.19.67.57
Fax:+33.4.78.19.41.12
http://www.optex-security.com

Country of
intended use

Restrictions

United Kingdom 10.587GHz
France   9.900GHz
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